
I VQGELER SEED CQ?P
MR. FARMER: Have you ever no--

ticed how much better crops some
H people produce on their farms thanI do others; notwithstanding each

gives the land and crops the same
H painstaking care?

I Did you ever stop and think what
B was the cause? If you did you noI ' doubt found that the seed planted

was at fault.I GOOD SEED is the first requisiteI to success. Without this your efforts
may be expended in vain, therefore

B see to it that the seed is right, that it
W comes from a responsible house.
H For 16 years we have devoted our

best efforts to the seed business and
f made it a special study, and our ever

H increasing trade is the best evidenceI ; that we have won the confidence of
the people by supplying them with

H seeds of the best quality.
H
I CYPHERS and JUBILEE
mi Incubatiors and BroodersK ' Are used by all up-to-da- te ponltrymen, because
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I CHICK INSURANCE
j That's what our chick feed is. It is properly

compounded to the needs of the growing chicks
and by feeding it you raise more strong, healthy
chicks than from any other food on the market.

BROMUS INERMIS f . HI
Of all the varieties of cultivated JEH

grasses this can be considered the ; 1M
best and most promising for this
part of the country. It is well JU
adapted for hay and pasturage, "wi
produces a heavy yield, withstands ' qB
extreme cold and as a drought re-- 9
sister has no equal. It will grow I
on all kinds of soil. Stock of all y
kinds eat it greedily, and it is very 5

rich in flesh forming ingredients. Jk
Bromus Inermis should be tried by OH
every farmer, and large tracts can
just as safely beowir aince the M

great value of it has been so well
(

ij
established. It is a grass which 'Vwj
cannot be obtained too soon by all m 3

farmers. Z

A

GRASSES arc important to cverj farmer, and they should receive '

more attention; grasses arc the farmers Bank account, and to a large ctf- - j
tent his profits. We carry the highest quality of Alfalfa, '

Clovers and Grasses. Grass is the Treasure Box of all nations.
Lying in the sunshine among the buttercups and the dandelions of ,

May, scarcely higher in intelligence than the minute tenants of that
mimic wilderness, our earliest recollections are of grass; and when the a
fitful fever is ended, and the foolish wrangle of the market and forum is
closed, grass heals over the scar which our descent into the bosom of
earth has made, and the carpet of the infant becomes the blanket of the '

dead. Grass is the forgiveness of nature her constant benediction.
Fields trampled with battle, saturated with blood, torn with the ruts
of cannon, grow green again with grass, and carnage is forgotten. Streets
abandoned by traffic become grass-grow- n like rural lanes and are oblitcrat-- '

cd. Forests decay, harvests perish', flowers vanish, but grass is immortal.
Bcleagured by the sullen hosts of winter, it withdraws into the imprcg- -
nable fortress of its subterranean vitality, and emerges upon the first ' '

solicitation of spring. Sown by the winds, by the wandering birds, pro- - m
pagatcd by the subtle horticulture of the elements which are its minis- - M
tcrs and servants, it softens the rude outline of the world. Its tenacious W -
fibers hold the earth in its place, and prevent its soluble components B
from washing into the wasting sea. It invades the solitude of deserts, M HJ
climbs the inaccessible slopes and forbidding pinnacles of mountains, modi-- m fl
fics climates and determines the history, character and destiny of na- - m Vl
tions. Unobtrusive and patient, it has immortal vigor and aggression. W Bl
Banished from the throughfares and the field, it abides its time to re- - lm
turn, and when vigilance is "relaxed, or the dynasty has perished, it M SB
silently resum-e- the throne from which it has been expelled, but whi'' W Ml
it never abdicates. It bears no blazonry of bloom to charm the sense M mM
with fragrance or splendor, but its homely hue is more enchanting than C
the lily or the rose. It yields no fruit in earth or air, and yet should M Jm
its harvest fail for a single year, famine would depopulate the world. M M

The Best of Everything in Seeds and Poultry Supplies at the Right Prices i 1

I Vogeler Seed Co., Salt Lake city, Utah I -
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